Compliant Ankles and Flat Feet for Improved Self-Stabilization and Passive Dynamics of the Biped Robot “RunBot”
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Abstract—Biomechanical studies of human walking reveal that compliance plays an important role at least in natural and smooth motions as well as for self-stabilization. Inspired by this, we present here the development of a new lower leg segment of the dynamic biped robot “RunBot”. This new lower leg segment features a compliant ankle connected to a flat foot. It is mainly employed to realize robust self-stabilization in a passive manner. In general, such self-stabilization is achieved through mechanical feedback due to elasticity. Using real-time walking experiments, this study shows that the new lower leg segment improves dynamic walking behavior of the robot in two main respects compared to an old lower leg segment consisting of rigid ankle and curved foot: 1) it provides better self-stabilization after stumbling and 2) it increases passive dynamics during some stages of the gait cycle of the robot; i.e., when the whole robot moves unactuated. As a consequence, a combination of compliance (i.e., the new lower leg segment) and active components (i.e., actuated hip and knee joints) driven by a neural mechanism (i.e., reflexive neural control) enables RunBot to perform robust self-stabilization and at the same time natural, smooth, and energy-efficient walking behavior without high control effort.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humans walk with a dynamic, robust, and energy-efficient gait. They can adapt quickly to terrain changes and even learn to walk differently on different surfaces. Neurophysiological studies have revealed that these abilities are achieved through the interactions between neural control [1] and biomechanics [2]. For instance, we can perform a variety of walking behaviors with simultaneous self-stabilization against unexpected disturbances (stumbling over obstacles) because of our appropriate biomechanical structure. At the same time, neural control plays a role in locomotion generation and assures that different gaits can first be learned and then quickly applied to adapt to the terrain.

During the last few decades roboticists have intensively employed neurophysiological findings to develop biped robots showing human walking characteristics, e.g., adaptivity, dynamics, energy efficiency, and self-stabilization. Recent studies have emphasized the importance of structure design by concentrating on so-called passive dynamic walkers, which are simple devices that can walk stably down a slope [3], [4]. This is achieved only by their biomechanics. Adding actuators to their joints may allow these robots to walk also on a level surface or even uphill. The developed gaits are impressively human-like [5]. Other advanced ZMP-based biped walkers, like ASIMO [6], HRP [7], LOLA [8], WABIAN [9], HUBO [10], have been built consisting of several active joints, for instance, hip, knee, ankle and trunk joints but their designs have paid less attention to passive dynamic walking. Thus, they require a lot of energy, which is in conflict with measured human power consumption during walking [11]. Although all these walkers are impressive in their own right, their constructions are generally based on engineering design using rigid components instead of compliant joints which play an important role in human walking. Employing such elastic components can reduce the control effort for stable locomotion [12]. They provide mechanical feedback called preflexes [2], [3] to the systems leading to robust self-stabilization. In other words, preflexes are passive mechanisms that rapidly stabilize motion in response to unexpected perturbations. Following this concept, there are approaches that employ passive compliant joints on biped robots as well as animal-like robots to achieve locomotion and obtain passive self-stabilization. Most of them have reported results from simulations [11], [14], [15], [16], [17] while a few have used real biped robots [12], [18], [19] and real animal-like robots [20], [21], [22], [23].

To tackle the challenge towards human-like walking in biped robots, we continue in this tradition emphasizing the coupling of biomechanics and neural control. We have developed the RunBot series of dynamic planar biped robots, in a stepwise manner during the last years [24], [25], [26], [27]. RunBot has achieved a relative walking speed of 3.5 leg-lengths per second, which is comparable to the maximal relative speed of human walking. It is under real-time neural control by ways of a small network allowing it to walk at different walking speeds and to learn to adapt its locomotion to different terrains, e.g., level floor versus up a ramp. Although RunBot has shown a certain degree of human-like...
gait characteristics and adaptivity under neural control, it still lacks compliant mechanisms. Thus, a goal of this study is to improve the mechanical design focusing on replacing its rigid curved feet with a compliant ankle connected to a flat foot. This design is inspired by a biomechanical study of human walking suggesting that ankle joints show compliant behavior during part of the stance and during the entire swing phase [11]. This introduces flexibility to the joints and makes foot landing soft, leading to natural and smooth locomotion as well as robust self-stabilization, e.g., after having stumbled.

The paper is organized as follows. First we describe a mechanical setup of the latest version of the RunBot series, and the new design of its lower leg segment. Second, we present the reflexive neural control for locomotion generation. Third, we illustrate the performance of the new lower leg segment focusing on compliance, self-stabilization, and passivity. Finally, we provide conclusions and discuss future work.

II. BIPED ROBOT WITH COMPLIANT ANKLES AND FLAT FEET

A. The biped robot RunBot

RunBot is a planar biped walking robot, 26 cm tall from foot to hip joint axis (see Fig. 1(a)). It has a total weight of about 600 g. It is held sagittally by a boom of about 80 cm length, so that it cannot fall sideways, while a freely rotating joint of the boom influences the walking dynamics in no way other than that RunBot is constrained on a circular path. Its legs have four actuated joints: left hip (LH), right hip (RH), left knee (LK) and right knee (RK). Each joint is driven by an RC (radio controlled) servo motor where the built-in pulse width modulation (PWM) control circuit is disconnected while its built-in potentiometer is used to measure the joint angles. A mechanical stopper is implemented on each knee joint to prevent it from going into hyperextension, similar to the function of human kneecaps. Approximately seventy percent of the robot’s weight is concentrated on its trunk, and the parts of the trunk are assembled in a way that its center of mass is located forward of the hip axis. RunBot’s design also relies on the principles of passive walking characteristics reflected by the fact that during some stages of every step cycle all motor voltages remain zero.

RunBot has now a new lower leg segment consisting of a flat foot and a compliant ankle with extension and torsion springs (see Fig. 1c). The leg segment is equipped with a switch sensor to detect ground contact events. These new features allow the robot to perform better self-stabilization and achieve more passivity (see Sect. IV) compared to the old one (see Fig. 1b). Hip and knee joints are driven by output signals of a reflexive neural controller (running on a PC) through the Meilhaus card ME-2600 board with an update frequency of 250 Hz. The signals of the joint angles and ground contact switches are also digitized by this board for the purpose of feeding them into the neural controller. Further details of the robot can be found in [26].

B. Design of the new lower leg segment with compliant ankle and flat foot

Experimental research of human walking reveals that ankle joints exhibit compliance (spring like behavior) [11]. This evidence forms the basis of the development of the new lower leg segment with compliant ankle and flat foot. In addition, there are also other reasons pushing us to the new design which can be summarized as follows: first, curved feet with rigid ankle of the old lower leg segment (see Fig. 1b) do not look human-like. Second, the old lower leg segment confines RunBot’s behavior only to walking but not to, e.g., standing still in an upright position on one leg (see Fig. 1a). Third, compliant ankles and flat feet seem to have a positive effect on the disturbance compensation behavior of the robot, i.e., leading to robust self-stabilization, as compared to the old design. Finally, in real world applications, like foot-prostheses, compliant springs can support a compression of ground and improve roll-off behavior [28].

Here, we develop the new lower leg segment in a way that its compliance (spring mechanisms) works in the ankle axis. We use the method of Morasso and Schieppati [29] to approximate the minimum value of ankle stiffness, according to:

$$c_a = mgl.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The resulting ankle stiffness \(c_a\) is \(\approx 1530 \text{ Nmm}/\text{rad} (or \approx 26 \text{ Nmm}/\text{rad}^2)\) with \(m = 600 \text{ g} (\text{mass of RunBot}), g = 9.81 \text{ m/s}^2 (\text{earth’s gravity})\) and \(l = 26 \text{ cm} (\text{leg length, see Fig. 2}).\) This stiffness \(c_a\) ensures standing in upright position on both legs. Thus, the total spring stiffness of one ankle can be estimated in the range of \(c_a/2, ..., c_a\). As described in [11], ankle torques
without spring $T_a$ and with linear spring $T_s$ can be calculated, according to:

$$T_a = F_g l \cos \phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$T_s = c_1 \Delta \phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $F_g$ is RunBot’s weight, $l$ is the leg length, and $\phi$ is the rotation angle of the ankle joint (see Fig. 2). $c_1$ is the linear spring stiffness, i.e., here $c_0/2, ..., c_n$, and $\Delta \phi$ is the angle difference between the resting and actual angle of the ankle joint. Note that, RunBot has a resting angle of $90^\circ$ (see Figs. 1c and 2).

![Fig. 2](image)

**Fig. 2.** (a) Leg geometry consisting of upper and lower leg segments with spring mechanisms (see text for parameter details). (b) Layout of the lower leg segment.

Figure 3a shows a curve of the nonlinear ankle torque of RunBot without spring (calculated from Eq. 2) and the curves of the linear ankle torque with the spring at different stiffness (calculated from Eq. 3). According to the torque-angle curves, for simplification we could use one torsion spring in each ankle and compliance is lost. However, there are no torsion springs having a stiffness of $4.745$ N/mm and a size of $7.8$ mm outer diameter and a length of $18.7$ mm. The advantage of introducing this extension spring is that we could easily increase or decrease compliance of the system by exchanging this spring instead of the torsion spring which is more difficult. For the foot, we design it in proportion to the leg length of RunBot compared to the human foot-to-leg ratio. As a result, it has a size of $11 \times 52 \times 2$ mm (see Fig. 1c).

![Fig. 3](image)

**Fig. 3.** (a) Torque-angle curve of RunBot without spring ($T_a$, black) and torque-angle curves of a linear torsion spring with varying stiffness in a range of $0,...,7$ Nmm$^\circ$. (b) Force-angle curves of a linear extension spring with varying stiffness in a range of $c_e = 0,...,7$ Nmm$^\circ$.

III. REFLEXIVE NEURAL CONTROLLER

We use a reflexive neural controller (see Fig. 4) to generate locomotion of the robot. The controller is based on a hierarchical design and simulated as mono-synaptic connections containing flexor $N_F$ and extensor $N_E$ motor neurons for each hip and knee. The motor neurons are linear and can send their signals unaltered to the motors $M$. Furthermore, there are several local nonspiking sensory neurons (rate coded neurons), which by their conjoint reflex-like actions trigger the different walking patterns. These local sensor neurons can be classified into three local loops: joint control ($Local_1$), intra-joint control ($Local_2$) and leg control ($Local_3$). Joint control arises from sensors $S$ at each joint, which measure the joint angle and influence only their corresponding motor neurons. Intra-joint control is achieved from sensors $A$, which measure the anterior extreme angle (AEA) at the hip and trigger an extensor reflex at the corresponding knee. Leg control comes from ground contact sensors $G$, which influence the motor

$$\alpha = 180^\circ - \arctan\left(\frac{r}{h_0}\right) - \phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $c_e$ is the linear spring stiffness, e.g., $0,...,7$ N/mm, $h$ is the spring length, which changes according to $\phi$, $h_0$ is the resting length of the spring system, i.e., here $52.5$ mm, $r$ is the distance between the spring and the ankle joint, i.e., here $11.5$ mm, $\alpha$ and $\phi$ are angles with respect to leg configuration (see Fig. 2a).

1It has a size of $17.1$ mm outer diameter and $7.65$ mm width and is made of stainless steel EN 10270-3-1.4310, http://www.federnshop.com.

neurons of all joints. In general, the reflexive locomotion generation works as follows: When one foot touches ground the hip extensor and knee flexor of the other leg (swing leg) are triggered, as well as the hip flexor and knee extensor of the stance leg. When the hip stretch receptor of the swing leg is activated, the extensor of the knee joint in this leg is triggered. Finally the foot of the swing leg touches the ground and the swing leg and the stance leg swap their roles thereafter. Further details of the controller are not subject of this study, but can be found in [27]. It is important to note that in this study we fix synaptic weights of the controller such that it will only generate basic locomotion while gait stabilization will be mainly achieved through biomechanics; i.e., a non-neural feedback loop (preflexes [2], [21], [30]). In other words, RunBot can perform dynamic walking with passive self-stabilization to disturbances (i.e., stumbling over obstacles, see Sect. IV) without changing the controller parameters gaining for more robustness than in previous studies [24], [25], [27].

In contrast to other walking robot controllers, our neural controller has no central pattern generator in the form of a neural oscillator. Rhythmic patterns are generated by the whole system using the electrical and mechanical properties of the motors, the limbs, and the feedback from the environment. In addition, it does not employ any kind of position or trajectory-tracking control algorithm [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Instead, it allows our biped robot to exploit its own natural dynamics during critical stages of its walking gait cycle.

**OBOT WALKING EXPERIMENTS**

Three main experiments were carried out to assess the performance of the new lower leg segment consisting of compliant ankle and flat foot. Experiments present (1) the basic function of the compliant ankles in analogy to human ankles, (2) robust self-stabilization to disturbances, and (3) passive walking capability. In all experiments we let RunBot walk at a speed of $\approx 40$ cm/s on flat terrain with an obstacle that cannot be detected during walking. We use stacks of rubber sheets as the obstacle where each sheet has a size of $5.5 \times 5.5 \times 0.3$ cm.

In the first experiment, we demonstrate the basic function of the compliant ankles. Here, we use four sheets as obstacle having a total height of 1.2 cm (approx. 5% of robot size). This is the maximum height that RunBot can tackle without changing its control parameters. With this height one can also clearly observe elasticity of the ankles, e.g., extension of the ankle when the foot hits the obstacle. Figure 5 shows that the ankle can passively extend similar to a human ankle. Due to compliance, RunBot can simply free its foot after hitting the obstacle and continue to walk. In addition to this, the passive extension and flexion of the ankles allow RunBot to walk naturally with stable and smooth motions. We strongly encourage readers to watch a video clip of the experiment (Supplementary Video) at http://www.manoonpong.com/Humanoid2011/SupplVideo.wmv.

In the second experiment, we show the robust passive self-stabilization property of the new lower leg segment when RunBot stumbles over an obstacle. In addition, we also compare its performance to the curved foot with rigid ankle. In both cases we use the same neural controller for generating locomotion on a flat terrain. Here, we use two sheets having a total height of 0.9 cm as obstacle since RunBot cannot deal with higher obstacles than this with its old lower leg segment. Figure 6 shows three different cases of RunBot’s foot approaching the obstacle and a comparison of using the new and old lower leg segments. RunBot with the new lower leg segment can successfully perform self-stabilization when it stumbles while with the old one it fails most of the time (see Supplementary Video at http://www.manoonpong.com/Humanoid2011/SupplVideo.wmv).

Figure 7 exemplifies hip and knee angle sensor signals of a perturbed walking gait where RunBot uses the new lower leg segment. Deviations of the signals are caused by external disturbances such as hitting an obstacle during swing phase.
Fig. 6. Snap shots produced by a high-speed camera show a comparison of walking behavior using new (top) and old (bottom) lower leg segments when the foot approaches an obstacle at different foot locations. (a) Case I: Leading foot of RunBot steps over the obstacle while following foot hits it. Using its new lower leg segment (top), RunBot can stably stand on its leading foot since it is flat and then it can swing its following foot across the obstacle without getting stuck. In contrast, using its old lower leg segment (bottom), RunBot cannot stably stand while it swings its following foot. In addition, its following foot gets stuck shortly during swing phase. As a consequence, RunBot falls back. (b) Case II: Leading foot of RunBot steps on the obstacle while following foot hits it. Using its new lower leg segment (top) shows almost a similar effect as described in Case I but using its old one (bottom) results in getting stuck heavily by the following foot such that RunBot falls back. (c) Case III: Leading foot of RunBot steps on the edge of the obstacle while following foot swings across it without hitting. In this case, the spring mechanism of its new lower leg segment of the stance leg keeps RunBot balanced by providing an additional force pushing it forward. As a consequence, RunBot can keep on walking without trouble (top). In contrast, its old lower leg segment of the stance leg has no such force to push it forward such that it falls back (bottom).

(compare, e.g., Case I, Fig. 6a (top)). After the disturbances, the signal trajectories soon return to normal periodic patterns, demonstrating that the walking gait is stable and to some degree robust against external disturbances. Here, robustness is defined as rapid convergence to a steady-state behavior in spite of unexpected perturbations. That is, RunBot does not fall and continues walking. By contrast, using the old lower leg segment, the hip and knee angle sensor signals do not return to normal periodic patterns after perturbations (not shown). They stay at specific angle values and RunBot falls.

In addition to the above experiments, we also tested RunBot in four different experiments to compare its walking performance using new and old legs on flat terrain with an obstacle. Experiment I uses one rubber sheet (0.3 cm height) as obstacle, Experiment II two rubber sheets (0.6 cm height), Experiment III three rubber sheets (0.9 cm height), and Experiment IV four rubber sheets (1.2 cm height). Figure 8a shows a comparison of the success rate\(^3\) of the new and old lower leg segments. It can be seen that both show similar results in Experiments I and II; i.e., RunBot can deal with obstacles having a height of 0.3 and 0.6 cm without falling (100% success rate). On the other hand, Experiments III and IV show that RunBot using its old lower leg segment has very low success rates compared to the new one. This shows that the new lower leg segment allows RunBot to better perform self-stabilization against a higher degree of disturbances.

In the last experiments, we observe and present the passive walking capability of RunBot using the new lower leg segment. We let RunBot walk on flat terrain without obstacles. Figure 8b presents the passive properties of RunBot due to the biomechanical design. Although the motor voltages are zero, the interplay of the appropriate weight, the generated velocity, the compliance of the ankles, and the flat feet leads to a momentum, which is high enough to rotate the joint and swing the leg into the desired position. At the same time the gear friction will decrease the acceleration. It can be seen that RunBot with its new lower leg segment can perform passive walking during about 32% of one gait cycle which is larger than with its old one which remains passive for only about 25% (not shown but see [27]).

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We developed a new lower leg segment of RunBot consisting of flat foot and compliant ankle with extension and torsion springs. The design of this leg segment partly mimics the function of the human’s lower leg segment. Using realtime walking experiments, this study has shown that the new lower leg segment provides better mechanical feedback (known as preflexes [2], [21], [30]) to the system than the old one with rigid curved foot. As a consequence, combination of compliance (i.e., the new lower leg segment) and active

---

\(^3\)Percentage of success in total number of experiments. Here, each experiment is repeated ten times.
components (i.e., actuated hip and knee joints) driven by a neural mechanism (i.e., reflexive neural control) enables RunBot to perform robust self-stabilization and at the same time natural, smooth, and energy-efficient walking behavior without high control effort. We believe that this is one of the promising approaches towards advanced dynamic walking robots which are capable of exploiting their own biomechanics for locomotion in a passive manner and use neural mechanisms for active locomotion and adaptation [27].

More demanding tasks will be the use of deviation information of proprioceptive sensor signals (hip and knee joint angles, Fig. 7) together with additional exteroceptive sensors, e.g., infrared eyes, and neural learning [27] to allow RunBot to anticipate obstacles and change its gait before approaching them. This way, it could tackle higher obstacles and perform more stable locomotion in an adaptive manner.
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